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Abstract 
 This study has two seemingly unrelated parts that come together remarkably in displaying 
the comprehensive interplay between chemical structure and properties as well as the variety of 
analytical applications of mass spectrometry.  
 The first part of this study describes the determination of thermodynamic properties of 
several non-protein amino acids using the extended kinetic method. This is a continuation of 
work started in the Poutsma lab in Spring of 2017. The non-protein amino acids (NPA) studied 
here hold notable relevance in their unique ability to be mis-incorporated into peptide chains, as 
shown by the Hartman group at Virginia Commonwealth University.[1] By understanding the 
effects of methylation on the NPA’s  inherent thermochemical properties, such as proton affinity 
and ∆acidH , we acquire insight into how these species may alter the behavior of the peptide 
chains in which they are incorporated. We found the experimental ∆acidH of α-methylserine, L-
penicillamine, and 3-methylthreonine to be 1379 ± 23, 1380 ± 18, and 1378 ± 23 kJ/mol 
respectively. Within bounds of reasonable uncertainty, these values agree with computational 
predictions done at the B3LYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* level of theory. 
 The second part of this study examines the gas-phase tetramer of carbamazepine (CBZ), 
an active pharmaceutical ingredient in anticonvulsants.[2] Highly polymorphic, CBZ is well-
suited for studying the fundamentals of the self-assembly process in organic crystals, and more 
information on base-level assembly is required for effective predictive models of organic 
crystallization.[2]  Because typically only one polymorph of a drug is approved by the Food and 
Drug Administration as a pharmaceutical active ingredient, polymorphism is an important 
phenomena in the pharmaceutical industry. In this study, we used High-Field Asymmetric Ion 
Mobility Spectrometry and traditional mass spectrometry to characterize the tetramer of CBZ 
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and evaluate its relative stability. We confirmed that an intensity anomaly existed in both the 
protonated and sodiated forms in which the tetramer is larger than the trimer or the pentamer; the 
tetramer is a magic number cluster.  This agrees with STM data taken of CBZ monolayers by our 
colleagues at Notre Dame. 
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Chapter I: Introduction and Guide to Thesis 
 1.1: Introduction and Application 
 Attempting to quantify and understand the processes that characterize the meaning of life, 
biochemistry investigates the intersection between life and matter. It is the perpetual quest to 
determine how non-living molecules arrange support for beings as simple as bacteria or as 
complex as the assembly of organs reading this thesis. Naturally, the easiest place to start is 
somewhere simple, and hundreds of years have been dedicated to characterizing these starting 
points. One such point is the study of amino acids, the substructures of proteins and peptides. 
There are 20 protein amino acids regularly coded for in biological processes, but hundreds of 
non-protein amino acids (NPAs) are also useful in biological operations such as in metabolism 
and defense.[3],[4] 
 The Poutsma lab has a history of studying non-protein amino acids and evaluating the 
differences in thermochemical properties that arise as a result of relatively small structural 
changes such as side chain-shortening[5], alteration of ring size[6], and systematic atom 
substitutions[7]. Through these studies, we attempt to reveal the subtle relationship between 
structure, energetics, and reactivity. 
 In a related project, we are interested in the intrinsic stabilities of gas-phase polymorphic 
molecules and their connection to their varying crystalline forms[2], [8]. This is especially 
important in the pharmaceutical industry because identical compounds with different crystalline 
structures have a variable bioavailability, solubility, and reactivity[2] Often times, only one 
polymorph of an active pharmaceutical ingredient is approved for consumption. Thus, 
understanding what governs the assembly of crystalline structures and what properties lead to 
polymorphic activity is a relevant, active field of research.   
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 1.2 Gas-phase Thermochemistry  
 Proton transfer reactions continue to be important in a fundamental understanding of 
chemistry and biochemistry alike;[9] knowledge of the acidity and basicity of species is integral 
in fully grasping bonding behavior, molecular geometries, possible reaction mechanisms, and a 
variety of other important molecular events. Studying proton transfer reactions in the gas phase 
is advantageous in comparing inherent properties of similar molecules due to the lack of 
solvation effects and other intermolecular interactions.[10] This lack of solvation, however, does 
change the scale of acidity and basicity. Traditional solvent-based acidity and basicity are scaled 
on a pKa and pKb scale, respectively. These scales are determined by the following reactions and 
equations:[11] 
𝐴𝐻 + 𝐻2𝑂 →  𝐴
− + 𝐻3𝑂
+        (1.1) 
𝑝𝐾𝑎 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( 𝐾𝑎) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 
[𝐴−][𝐻3𝑂
+]
[𝐴𝐻]
     (1.2) 
𝐵 + 𝐻2𝑂 →  𝐵𝐻
+ + 𝑂𝐻−       (1.3) 
𝑝𝐾𝑏 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( 𝐾𝑏) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 
[𝐵𝐻+][𝑂𝐻−]
[𝐵]
     (1.4) 
Here, Equation 1.1 and Equation 1.3 show the definition of a traditional acid and base 
where water is the solvent.  The traditional solvent-based acid and base scales revolve around an 
equilibrium constant, or a ratio of product species to that of parent molecule. While it may be 
straightforward to measure the concentration of H+ and derive the quantities of interest in 
solution, this is not always the case in the gas phase. For this reason, acidity and basicity are 
instead scaled around the energy required for dissociation of the parent molecule. With this scale, 
the Bronsted-Lowry definition of proton donating and accepting are preserved, as can be seen in 
the associated chemical reactions in equations 1.5,1.7,1.9, and 1.10. [10], [11]  
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In the gas phase, the proton affinity (PA) is defined as the negative enthalpy of the 
protonation reaction described in Equation 1.5. In other words, it is equivalent to the heat of 
deprotonation of species BH+. Similarly, the gas-phase basicity (GB) is the negative Gibbs free 
energy change associated with the reaction (1.5). [10]  
 𝐵 + 𝐻+ → 𝐵𝐻+      (1.5) 
∆𝐺𝑟𝑥𝑛 = −𝐺𝐵; ∆𝐻𝑟𝑥𝑛 = −𝑃𝐴[𝐵]     (1.6) 
  The gas-phase acidity (GA) of a molecule, AH, is the Gibbs free energy change (∆acidG) 
of the following reaction (Equation 1.7) at 298K. The enthalpy of this reaction, ∆acidH, is thus the 
proton affinity of the associated anion, A-. [10],[11] 
𝐴𝐻 →  𝐴− + 𝐻+      (1.7) 
 ∆𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑𝐺 = 𝐺𝐴; ∆𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑𝐻 = 𝑃𝐴[𝐴
−]     (1.8) 
 When trying to experimentally determine these gas-phase properties, studying the above 
hypothetical reactions (1.5, 1.7) is difficult and often impractical. Thankfully, the quantities in 
question can still be extracted by looking at relative acidity and relative basicity, which refers to 
the Gibbs energy change of the reactions described in equations 1.9 and 1.10 respectively.[10] 
When using this relationship to extract the mentioned quantities, there will be a reference 
compound with a known acidity or basicity, and the equilibrium constant, Keq, is extracted. ΔG 
can then be derived through the standard thermochemical manipulation ΔG = -RTln(Keq) In the 
following equations, 𝐴𝑖 and 𝐵𝑖 refer to a molecule of interest, while 𝐴𝑟 and 𝐵𝑟 refer to their 
respective reference compounds. This method of determining gas-phase thermochemical 
properties of molecules is called the equilibrium method. 
𝐴𝑖𝐻 +  𝐴𝑟
− →  𝐴𝑖
− + 𝐴𝑟𝐻 ; ∆Grxn = GA (AiH) – GA (ArH)   (1.9)
 
𝐵𝑖𝐻
+ +  𝐵𝑟 →  𝐵𝑖 + 𝐵𝑟𝐻
+; ∆Grxn = GB (Bi) – GB (Br)            (1.10) 
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 A requirement of the equilibrium method is the ability to determine the equilibrium 
constant which involves accurate measurement of the concentrations (partial pressures) of the 
neutral molecules Ai and Ar. When attempting to measure thermochemical properties for non-
volatile neutrals, such as amino acids and peptides, other methods must be used. 
An elegant method for evaluating these properties for non-volatile species is the kinetic 
method, created by Cooks and Kruger.[12]  The kinetic method studies thermochemical properties 
of molecules in the gas phase using rates of competitive dissociation of cluster ions, as illustrated 
in Figure 1.1.[13] This method is accomplished using a mass spectrometer, where cluster ions can 
be formed directly using a variety of ion sources and then can easily be mass selected and 
dissociated. A mass spectrometer conveniently simplifies sample preparation, as the mass 
filtering of the heterodimer filters out impurities. Since this thesis deals mostly with acidity, we 
will examine the kinetic method in this context.  
 
Figure 1.1: A Schematic of the Kinetic Method and Associated Rate Constants[13]  
 
Figure 1..2:Competitive Dissociation of the Heterodimer[14] 
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 In these figures, it is important to note that [A]- represents a deprotonated species, which 
would have an m/z value of M-1 in the mass spectrum, where M is the molecular weight of the 
neutral amino acid or reference acid. Meanwhile, AH is a neutral species which takes the 
bridging proton of the cluster after dissociation. As expected for a neutral molecule, this species 
does not appear in the mass spectrum. 
The simplest version of the kinetic method assumes that the rates of the dissociation, ki 
and kr (Figure 1.1), are solely dependent on the relative enthalpy of each dissociation channel, 
visually seen as the difference in the enthalpy of the dissociation asymptotes on either side of the 
energy well pictured in Figure 1.2. Using this logic, the populations of the resulting ions should 
follow a Boltzmann distribution using the relevant enthalpy. This is exemplified in equation 
1.11:[13] 
𝑙𝑛 (
𝑘2
𝑘𝑖
)  ≈ 𝑙𝑛 (
[𝐴𝑟]
−
[𝐴𝑖]
−) ≈  
𝛥𝛥𝐻
𝑅𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓
    (1.11) 
In this equation, 𝛥𝛥𝐻 represents the difference in ∆acidH between the reference and 
compound of interest. However, this method ignores differences in the entropy requirements for 
the competitive channels and reverse activation energies that may be relevant.[13] In reality, 𝛥𝛥𝐺, 
or the difference in Gibbs free energy between the two dissociation channels, should be in the 
numerator of the kinetic method equation, as shown in Equation 1.12. Examining the Gibbs free 
energy equation[11] in Equation 1.13, we can start to devise methods to separate the enthalpic and 
entropic components of dissociation: 
 𝑙𝑛 (
𝑘2
𝑘𝑖
)  ≈ 𝑙𝑛 (
[𝐴𝑟]
−
[𝐴𝑖]
−) ≈  
𝛥𝛥𝐺
𝑅𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓
    (1.12) 
∆𝐺 =  ∆𝐻 − 𝑇𝛥𝑆     (1.13) 
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𝑙𝑛 (
𝑘2
𝑘𝑖
)  ≈ 𝑙𝑛 (
[𝐴𝑟]
−
[𝐴𝑖]
−) ≈  
𝛥𝛥𝐻
𝑅𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓
+
𝛥𝛥𝑆
𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓
    (1.14) 
 In Equation 1.13, the spontaneity of the reaction, (∆𝐺 ) is affected by the enthalpy of the 
reaction (∆𝐻) as well as the product of the temperature (T) and the entropy (𝛥𝑆).  The 
assumptions of the simple kinetic method give a good approximation for the relative enthalpy 
difference until entropic effects begin to greatly affect preference of one direction over 
another.[15],[16],[17]  Accounting for entropy is done effectively using the extended kinetic method, 
largely developed by Fenselau, Wesdemiotis, and others.[16],[17] This method utilizes different 
collision energies to isolate the associated entropy by exploiting the effective temperature 
dependence in the entropy term.[13],[15] In this method, the effective temperature for each collision 
energy is derived from the slope of the linear fits[15] as discussed in the procedure (Section 2.2). 
It is important to note here that the entropy derived from this type of analysis is the 
difference in apparent transition state entropy of the two dissociation processes. It is not 
equivalent to the difference in thermodynamic protonation entropy for the two species.[17],[18] In 
addition, there is also statistical uncertainty associated with the derivation of each effective 
temperature, which leads to uncertainties in derived enthalpy and entropy values. Despite the 
uncertainty in the approximations, the extended kinetic method is still effective in determining 
the quantities of interest within a reasonable uncertainty using the proper statistical 
analysis.[16],[18]  
 1.3 Field Asymmetric Ion Mobility Spectrometry  
The ability of mass spectrometry to conveniently combine with separation techniques 
expands the diversity and depth of properties available for examination. Ion mobility is one such 
property that can be analyzed by incorporating ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) within the 
sample introduction of ESI-MS. Ion mobility is useful in characterizing different conformations 
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of ions of the same mass to charge ratio because ions with identical structure but different 
mobilities suggest a measurable change in shape between the two.  
Ion Mobility is the gas-phase analog to electrophoresis. Though the dependencies are not 
completely analogous, ion mobility is still a type of electric mobility, which is the ability of a 
charged particle to move through a medium.[19] Experimentally, an ion’s mobility, K,  is nothing 
more than the proportionality factor between field strength, E, and drift velocity, v, of an ion 
through a medium:[19], [20] 
𝐾 =
𝑣
𝐸
       (1.15) 
 Ion mobility depends on several things, such as the mass of the ion, the mass of the 
surrounding media, temperature of the surroundings, charge of the ion, and collisional cross 
section.  
Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) refers to the principles, methods, and instrumentation 
involved in characterizing ion mobility.[19] Ion mobility spectrometry has a variety of different 
methods and specialized instrumentation. The realm of different IMS techniques as well as 
where Thermo Fisher Scientific FAIMS falls in this space is given in figure 1.3.[19] 
 
Figure 1.3: A variety of IMS methods. For context, the instrumentation used for this experiment was ThermoFisher 
Scientific FAIMS[19] 
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 In conventional IMS, the instrument consists of a drift tube with a uniform electric field, 
and the amount of time an ion takes to traverse a drift tube is measured and used to calculate ion 
mobility.[20],[21] This is very similar to the concept of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, and if 
conventional drift-cell IMS is the time-of-flight analog, Field Asymmetric Ion Mobility  
Spectrometry (FAIMS) is the quadrupole analog. Through the application of an alternating 
electric field, also known as a dispersion field (DF), such as one shown in Figure 1.4, an 
asymmetric field filters the ions allowed into the mass spectrometer by moving ions 
perpendicular to their trajectory towards the source.[20] This filtering ability is shown in Figure 
1.5.  
 
Figure 1.4: Illustration of Thermo Fisher’s Asymmetric Alternating Current as a function of time [22] 
  
Figure 1.5: Illustrated Filtering Ability of FAIMS and the relationship to compensation voltage [21] 
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 Though this dispersion field does not change, a compensation voltage holds the power of 
altering the drift correction to allow ions of different mobilities to pass through the filter. In the 
illustration (Figure 1.5), ion 2 requires a compensation voltage opposite in sign to ion 3 because 
it hits the plate in the opposite direction. 
 Within FAIMS, there are both low and high electric fields utilized. With low electric 
fields, the mobility is heavily dependent on the mass of the particle, and it thus provides little 
separation for close m/z values.[21],[23] For this reason, we use High-Field Asymmetric Ion 
Mobility Spectrometry. In this type of spectrometry, the velocity is a function of the difference 
between high- and low-field mobility of the ion.[21] This makes ion mobility more difficult to 
predict because instead of relying mostly on mathematically absolute quantities, a variety of 
factors come into play such as: ion declustering with drift gas and thermal heating of drift gas at 
high field strengths, orientation within the field, field-induced structural changes, and collision-
induced structural change.[21],[23]  
 Regardless of the complexity of these factors, they prove useful in enhancing the effect of 
cross section on mobility and thus improving separation capabilities.  High-Field Asymmetric 
Ion Mobility Spectrometry is sensitive enough to distinguish even small structural differences 
beyond cross section, such as between enantiomer complexes[24],[25] and structural isomers, such 
as leucine (Leu) and isoleucine (Ile), as shown by Purves et al in Figure 1.6.[26]  
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Figure 1.6: FAIMS peak identification using single-component standard solutions: (a) IS–CV spectra of 5 μM Leu (dashed trace) 
and 5 μM Ile (solid trace). (b) IS–CV spectrum of 5 μM mixture of Leu and Ile. 
 Mobility changes between high and low fields may increase separation, but these changes 
also come with unfortunate decreases in signal, highly in part to the factors differential ion 
mobility relies on. As mentioned, collision-induced structural changes can occur at high-field 
strengths as a result of collisions between the ion and drift gas. With weakly-bound ion clusters, 
these collisions often have enough energy to cause fragmentation.  
 Due to the separation FAIMS provides, it can be useful in characterizing unique ion 
cluster arrangements. In particular, distinguishing multiple mobilities of stable gas-phase ion 
arrangements can lend a perspective to the assembly of different crystalline structures built 
around the same multimer. This is an interesting perspective to consider in the study of the 
multimers of CBZ. 
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1.4 Computational Studies 
Computational predictions are only as accurate as the assumptions under which they 
operate. The prediction methods used in this thesis utilize many theories and areas of 
computational chemistry that have been proven useful in determining properties of similar 
molecules.[27],[28],[29] These theories and areas include but are not limited to: molecular 
mechanics, Hartree-Fock theory and density functional methods. Using these methods, we aim to 
find the energy of the global minimum structure of a molecule of interest on its potential energy 
surface so that we can derive useful energetic information. For example, from the quantitative 
comparison of energetics between the lowest energy conformers of an amino acid and its 
deprotonated form, we can derive a prediction for the gas phase acidity. 
Because of its empirical nature, molecular mechanics is an efficient calculation that 
serves as an adequate starting point in involved calculations. Molecular mechanics is a branch of 
computational chemistry that attempts to calculate molecular energies through the 
implementation of a molecular force field. This force field consists of energy penalties dependent 
on strain and sterics and is based on experimentally compiled data. The MMX forcefield used in 
this study was built mostly for organic species and includes, among other factors, a correction 
term for the anharmonicity of bonds.[30] It is important to note that this method of energy 
calculation is based on the heat of formation of the molecule and thus is dependent on the 
numbers and types of atoms within the molecule. For this reason, we cannot make comparisons 
between neutral, protonated, and deprotonated species using strictly this method.[30] However, 
we can compare the energies of different conformations of a given molecule. By allowing a 
molecule to move within an established force field, we can start to generate a list of low energy 
structures. These initial structures are used as starting points for more sophisticated calculations. 
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Generating this list of conformers is like sampling a potential energy surface  at a variety of 
places.  In two dimensions, this would something like Figure 1.7[31] 
 
Figure 1.7: A visual representation of sampling various conformers on a potential energy surface[31] 
 
 After generating a list of these sampled conformers, we then use more sophisticated 
methods to find optimized geometries with the hope that enough structures have been sampled to 
have at least one structure reach the global minimum. Since the wavefunctions of a multibody 
molecule cannot be solved analytically, other methods have been developed to address this. For 
our experiments, we use increasingly complex calculations involving a mix of Hartree-Fock and 
density functional theory.  
 1.5 Non-Protein Amino Acids 
In choosing which molecules to study using experimental and computational methods, we look 
for a variety of properties: availability, relationship to structures with established 
thermochemical properties, and relevance to current research. In collaboration with the Hartman 
group at Virginia Commonwealth University, the thermodynamic properties of the following 
four non-protein amino acids were studied: 
 
Figure 1.8: Non-Protein Amino Acids of Interest 
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 These compounds were chosen because of their ability to be misincorporated into peptide 
chains using a promiscuous valine-t-RNA synthetase.[1] Knowing how these slight modifications 
affect gas-phase properties, such as proton affinity and gas-phase acidity, may give some insight 
into how these species may alter the behavior of the peptide chains in which they are 
incorporated.  
 The proton affinities of the non-protein amino acids studied here were determined in a 
past study by Danielle Long and other members of Poutsma lab. In this connected study, the 
experimentally determined and computationally predicted proton affinities were found to be in 
excellent agreement with each other, and it was found that methylated non-protein amino acids 
had a higher proton affinity than their respective protein amino acid counterparts.[32] In this 
thesis, the gas-phase acidities of the four NPAs are presented.  Results for the NPA acidity study 
are presented in Chapter 3. 
 1.6 Carbamazepine and Polymorphism 
 The major over-arching goal of the research in the Poutsma lab is to uncover the interplay 
between molecular structure, energetics and reactivity. While the first study in this thesis centers 
on the connection between structure and thermochemical properties of biological molecules, the 
second study focuses on the relationship between the structure of small gas-phase clusters of 
carbamazepine and its crystalline assemblies. Carbamazepine (CBZ) is especially interesting 
because it forms multiple solid-state crystalline structures, or polymorphs. The scrutiny of CBZ 
is well paired with its analog, dibenzazepine because it isolates the role of the amide group in 
clustering activity.  
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Figure 1.9: Structure of Dibenzazepine (left) and Carbamazepine (right) 
  In chemistry, polymorphism refers to the ability of a solid material to exist in more than 
one form or crystal structure.[33] This definition is extended to organic crystalline structures, 
which are of obvious interest in the pharmaceutical industry. Even though a compound may be 
pure in structure, different polymorphs exhibit variable solubility constants and thus variable 
bioavailability.[2],[34] In many cases, only one polymorph of a compound is effective as an active 
pharmaceutical ingredient, and there is currently a limited amount of predicting power in the 
self-assembling nature of organic crystalline structures. For this reason, studies at the 
fundamental level of self-assembly are required.[2] 
Electrospray-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) of gas-phase clusters serves as a good 
companion technique to microscopic and diffraction studies of this phenomena in the solid state. 
Although there is no imaging associated with ESI-MS, it has historically been integral in 
identifying metastable clusters in the gas phase through a variety of studies.[2],[35] These clusters 
have characteristically high relative intensities when compared to neighboring peaks, suggesting 
an increased level of stability. Studying clusters in the gas phase is advantageous because it 
provides insight into intrinsic assembly interaction, improving our fundamental understanding of 
self-assembling molecules and providing new, helpful information to the field of organic-crystal 
self-assembly prediction.  
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Carbamazepine (CBZ) is an active pharmaceutical ingredient that has shown to be highly 
polymorphic, with five known anhydrous polymorphs.[2],[34]  This tendency makes this molecule 
a special interest to the study of the mentioned fundamental interactions, and our collaborators at 
the University of Notre Dame took an interest in this molecule and its analog, dibenzazepine 
(DBZ) as part of a larger study on crystal polymorphism.[2] 
They studied CBZ’s clustering behavior with scanning tunneling microscopy and mass 
spectrometry. In their STM studies, they found that solution deposition of CBZ resulted in an 
overwhelming presence of networked tetramers in the monolayer on an Au(111) surface, while 
the DBZ monolayer possessed no apparent order. The stability of the CBZ tetramer was 
supported by the uncharacteristically large intensity of the sodiated tetramer in their mass 
spectrum, but they were unable to acquire data on the protonated tetramer.[2] In section 2.3 , 
experiments on the protonated and sodiated cluster ions of CBZ are described. 
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Chapter 2:  Procedures    
 2.1 Experimentally Determined Gas-Phase Acidities 
 All compounds were purchased in their pure form and stored appropriately until sample 
preparation. Stock solutions of the compounds of interest and reference acids were prepared in 
pure methanol with a 10-3M concentration. For each sample, the stock solutions of the compound 
of interest and reference acid were mixed in a 3:2 ratio to promote heterodimer formation. Each 
solution containing α-methylserine or 3-methylthreonine was then spiked with 10% aqueous 
ammonia for deprotonation. Solutions for L-penicillamine and α-methylcysteine were spiked 
with only 5% ammonium hydroxide due to the compounds’ tendency to make disulfide bonds. 
Unfortunately, α-methylcysteine was unstable in the analysis solution so it was excluded in the 
gas-phase acidity study. The list of reference compounds used for experimentation is as seen in 
Table 1.  
Reference Acids Used for Each Compound 
Reference ∆acidH 
kJ/mol 
α-methylserine L-penicillamine 3-methylthreonine 
2-nitrobenzoic acid 1388  X  
4-hydroxybenzophenone 1390 X X X 
3-nitrophenol 1392 X X X 
3-trifluoromethylbenzoic acid 1399 X X X 
3-fluorobenzoic acid 1406  X  
4-fluorobenzoic acid 1410 X  X 
Table 2.1: Reference Acids Used for Each Compound. An 'X' denotes that the reference acid was successfully used for the 
determination of the GA of the corresponding non-protein amino acid. 
Prepared samples were then injected using an external syringe pump at a rate of 60 
µL/hour into an external electrospray ionization source on a Finnigan TSQ Quantum Ultra 
quadrupole mass spectrometer. Upon formation of the heterodimer, the mass spectrometer 
focusing conditions were optimized to maximize the signal for the heterodimer before MS/MS 
analysis. In this analysis, the heterodimer was isolated using the first quadrupole and then 
allowed to collide in the second quadrupole with argon gas at collision energies ranging from 3 
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to 30 eV in intervals of 3eV. Spectra in negative ion mode of the fragments from each collision 
energy were averaged over one minute (approximately 115 scans), normalized for total ion 
count, and then repeated on three separate days. Fragmentation spectra of the monomers of both 
reference acids and compounds of interest were also obtained and averaged, which helped 
identify secondary fragmentation products. The mass and intensity of each product ion was then 
exported to Microsoft Excel®. Using the spectrum of each monomer, secondary fragmentation 
peaks of notable intensity were assigned to either the reference acid or compound of interest. 
After this assignment, the ratio of summed intensities (reference/amino acid) at each collision 
energy was averaged across the four trials. 
The ∆acidH of each reference acid was recorded and then averaged with the other 
reference acids used for any given compound of interest. This served to normalize the relative 
nature of the data to a usable scale.  The ratio of the reference (Ar) to the interest (Ai) was 
determined, and the natural logarithm of this ratio was plotted as a function of ∆acidHr-∆acidHavg to 
give Kinetic Method (KM) plot 1.  For reference, plot 1 represents Figures 3.1, 3.5, and 3.9. From 
the relationships described in Equations 2.3 we can derive that the slope, m, of the line of best fit 
through each collision energy is equivalent to:  
∆𝐺 =  ∆𝐻 − 𝑇𝛥𝑆     (2.1) 
𝑙𝑛 𝑙𝑛 (
𝑘2
𝑘𝑖
)  =𝑙𝑛 𝑙𝑛 (
[𝐴𝑟]
−
[𝐴𝑖]
−) =  
𝛥𝛥𝐻
𝑅𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓
+
𝛥𝛥𝑆
𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓
    (2.2) 
𝑚 = −
1
𝑅𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓
       (2.3) 
From this, we were able to derive the Teff at each collision energy, giving an 
understanding into entropic effects in each case. We also plotted the negative intercept of the 
lines of best fit versus their slopes giving KM plot 2. The slope of plot 2 is equal to the relative 
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∆acidH of the compound of interest. Deviations in linearity of KM Plot 2 at both low and high 
collision energies are sometimes observed, and these data points at these energies are omitted in 
later steps as a result. At low energies, dissociation of at least one product is often 
disproportionately low due to an activation energy between the asymptotes. At high energies, 
product collection efficiency decreases for smaller, fast moving molecules. The molecules are 
also sometimes fragmented into species that are outside of the detection range of the instrument, 
compromising the integrity of the observed ratio.  
In theory, all lines in the KM plot 1 should cross at an isothermal point with an x-
coordinate representing the relative ∆acidH of the compound of interest and the y-coordinate equal 
to ΔS/R. This point is initially estimated from KM plot 2 using the methods described and is used 
as a starting point for a Monte-Carlo based orthogonal distance regression analysis developed by 
Ervin and Armentrout.[16],[18] In this analysis, a crossing point is marked as a constraint for each 
line of best fit and effective temperatures are determined to best fit the data. The uncertainty for 
the enthalpy and entropy of the isothermal point is obtained from a Monte Carlo analysis in 
which random error is introduced to the points within established uncertainties. Generally, there 
is an uncertainty of approximately 8kJ/mol in the acidity scales of the references, and this 
uncertainty ultimately serves as the x-axis uncertainty value in the orthogonal distance regression 
analysis.   
 2.2 Computational Predictions of Gas-Phase Properties  
 An initial conformation of each the molecule of interest was built in PC Model 9®, and a 
list of starting low-energy conformers was generated by random rotation about single bonds and 
subsequent re-optimization using the MMX force field using GMMX searching routine. All 
conformations within 40 kJ/mol of the global minimum from the GMMX search were retained. 
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The resulting PCModel output file was parsed and converted to separate “.com” files that are 
compatible with the Gaussian09 software.  
 The resulting files were submitted to Gaussian, and lowest energy conformers were found 
using increasingly complex computations. Dividing the calculation into separate calculations at 
increasing levels of complexity is more time-efficient because it both eliminates redundancies in 
the sampling and starts the most complex calculations at a structure lower in energy than the 
initial parsed samples. The first-level calculation was done at the rhf/3-21G level of theory, 
which stands for restricted Hartree-Fock with the associated basis set. This outputs “*.log” files 
where duplicate energies are dismissed, and this list is submitted to the second level calculation 
at the B3LYP/3-21G level of theory. At this level, the basis set remains the same, but the theory 
is a hybrid of density functional theory and Hartree-Fock. This same method is present at the 
third and fourth level calculations, B3LYP/6-31+G* and B3LYP/6-311++G**. These 
calculations expand the basis sets to the d-orbital for second row atoms and incorporate 
polarization and diffuse functions into the calculation.  
 Ultimately, 298 K enthalpies were obtained at the B3LYP/6-311++G**//B3LYP/6-
31+G* level of theory. These steps were repeated with the deprotonated species of each amino 
acid. For L-penicillamine and α-methylcysteine, the energy for deprotonation at the SH side 
group was also investigated and compared to the carboxylic acid deprotonation energies. Derived 
free-energy values were then used to determine a Boltzmann weighted population at 298K and 
ultimately a 298K enthalpy for each amino acid. The difference in Boltzmann-weighted enthalpy 
between the neutral and deprotonated amino acid was determined and combined with the 298K 
enthalpy of a proton (4.184*1.48 kJ/mol) to give a raw ∆acidH. The B3LYP/6-311++G** method 
gives a prediction for ∆acidH of acetic acid that is ~10 kJ/mol too low. We therefore use reaction 
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2.2.1 to give an isodesmic prediction for the acidity of the amino acids using the experimental 
acidity of 1456.0 kJ/mol for acetic acid:[36] 
𝐴𝐻 + 𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝑂𝑂
− →  𝐴− + 𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻   (2.4)
 
 2.3 Clusters of Carbamazepine  
 For this experiment, solutions of carbamazepine in concentrations of 0.01 mM, 0.1 mM, 
1.0mM, and 10 mM were prepared in methanol with 1% formic acid. Plastic storage vessels were 
used to minimize unintentional ion-exchange with the glass, which forms sodiated ions. These 
samples were then injected using an external syringe pump at a rate of 10 µL/min into an 
external electrospray ionization source on a Finnigan TSQ Quantum Ultra quadrupole mass 
spectrometer with a capillary temperature of 120
•
 C. Mass spectra for each concentration with 
collision-induced dissociation of clustered peaks were taken, and this was repeated with trace 
amounts of sodium chloride added for the sake of comparison with the sodiated peaks observed 
by our Notre Dame colleagues. These experiments were repeated with dibenzazepine. 
For FAIMS experiments, the ESI source was replaced with the FAIMS source, and the 
samples were injected with the same syringe pump at 60 µL/hour. The compensation voltage was 
optimized for each of the studied masses, and a compensation voltage scan spectrum was 
obtained for each mass.  
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Chapter 3: Results and Discussion 
 3.1 Experimentally Determined Quantities  
 3.1.1 α-methylserine Results 
In each sample, stock solutions of α-methylserine and a reference acid were mixed in a 
3:2 ratio and spiked with 10% ammonium hydroxide. The reference acids for this analysis were 
4-hydroxybenzophenone, 3-nitrophenol, 3-trifluoromethylbenzoic acid, and 4-fluorobenzoic 
acid.  
 Using an external syringe pump at a rate of 60 µL/hour, prepared samples were injected 
into an external electrospray ionization source on a Finnigan TSQ Quantum Ultra quadrupole 
mass spectrometer operating in negative ion mode. The heterodimer was isolated using the first 
quadrupole and then allowed to collide in the second quadrupole with argon gas at collision 
energies ranging from 3 to 30 eV in intervals of 3eV. Spectra of the resulting fragments from 
each collision energy were averaged over a minute and normalized for total ion count. This 
process was repeated over three separate collection periods. Fragmentation spectra of α-
methylserine and each reference acids and compounds of interest were also obtained and 
averaged, which helped identify secondary fragmentation products. After assigning peaks to their 
relevant parent ion, the ratio of summed intensities (reference/analyte) at each collision energy 
was averaged across the four trials. 
 Upon data collection, we plotted the natural log of the ratios between the reference and α-
methylserine (ln([𝐴r]/[𝐴𝑖]) as a function of relative acidity (∆acidHavg -∆acidHr) of the reference 
(Kinetic Method plot 1) at each collision energy, as seen in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Kinetic Method Plot 1: α-methylserine 
 From the preliminary KM plot 1 shown in Figure 3.1, we calculated the slope and 
intercept of each line and plotted the negative intercepts as a function of their slopes to give KM 
Plot 2. 
 
Figure 3.2: KM Plot 2 of α-methylserine study 
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  From the slope of each collision energy line in Figure 3.1, we derived an effective 
temperature for each collision energy using Equation 2.3. We plotted the effective temperature as 
a function of collision energy to address deviations in linearity and exclude appropriate collision 
energies in our analysis as shown in Figure 3.3. For α-methylserine, the data taken at the 
collision energy of 3eV was excluded from further analysis due to deviation from linearity.  
 When excluding data appropriately in KM plot 2 (Figure 3.2), the slope gives a relative 
acidity of -12.8 kJ/mol, and the intercept gives a 
𝛥𝛥𝑆
𝑅
 value of 1.77. When adjusting these values 
using the average reference acidity and appropriate value for the gas constant, R, the preliminary 
prediction gives a value of 1385 kJmol-1 for ∆acidH and –14.8 Jmol-1K-1 for the apparent entropy. 
 
Figure 3.3:Effective Temperature Plot of α-methylserine study 
 Preliminary predictions of the slope and intercept were used as starting points for the 
Orthogonal Distance Regression (ODR) analysis. The mentioned collision energies and all 
reference acids within the analysis were included in the final orthogonal-distance-regression 
analysis because no reference acid showed excessive deviation from expected trends, as seen in 
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the preliminary plot 1 (Figure 3.1). The ODR analysis gave a ∆acidH value of 1379 +/- 23 kJmol-1 
and an apparent entropy value of -26 +/- 41 Jmol-1K-1. Figure 3.4 shows the original data with 
the ODR-derived effective temperature lines and the final isothermal point used to extract H 
and S. 
 
Figure 3.4: Orthogonal Distance Regression of a-methylserine 
 The experimental ∆acidH for α-methylserine is significantly lower than that of serine 
(acidH = 1393 kJ/mol), its protein amino acid analog. This means that the methylated amino acid 
is more acidic in the gas phase.  
 3.1.2 3-Methylthreonine Results  
 Samples were prepared, injected, and analyzed as discussed in section 3.1.1. The 
references for this analysis were: 4-hydroxybenzophenone, 3-nitrophenol, 3-
trifluoromethylbenzoic acid, and 4-fluorobenzoic acid. 
 The preliminary KM plot 1 was generated using the same methods as for α-methylserine 
and is shown in figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5: Preliminary KM plot 1 for 3-methylthreonine study 
  From the preliminary KM plot 1 shown in Figure 3.5, we calculated the slope and 
intercept of each line and plotted the intercept as a function of the slope to give KM plot 2 shown 
in Figure 3.6. 
 
Figure 3.6: KM Plot 2 of 3-methylthreonine study 
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 After deriving the effective temperature for each collision energy using Equation 2.3,  we 
examined deviations from linearity and excluded appropriate collision energies in our analysis. 
For 3-methylthreonine, the data taken at the collision energies of 3eV and 30 eV were excluded 
due to the obvious deviation from linearity in the effective temperature plot (Figure 3.7). All 
reference acids within the collection were included in the final orthogonal-distance-regression 
analysis because no reference acid showed excessive deviation from expected trends, as seen in 
the preliminary plot (Figure 3.8). 
 When excluding data appropriately in the slope vs intercept plot (Figure 3.6) and 
applying the proper mathematical operations, the preliminary prediction gives a value of 1383 
kJmol-1 for ∆acidH  and –4.6 Jmol-1K-1 for ΔΔS. 
 
Figure 3.7: Effective Temperature plot for 3-methylthreonine study 
 Preliminary predictions of ΔH and ΔS were used as starting points for the Orthogonal 
Distance Regression (ODR) analysis. All reference acids within the analysis were included in the 
final orthogonal-distance-regression analysis because no reference acid showed excessive 
deviation from expected trends, as seen in the preliminary plot (Figure 3.5). The ODR analysis 
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gave a ∆acidH value of 1378 +/- 23 kJmol-1 and an apparent entropy value of -14 +/- 37 Jmol-1K-1 
. Figure 3.7 shows the original data with the ODR-derived effective temperature lines and the 
final isothermal point used to extract H and S. 
 
Figure 3.8: Orthogonal Distance Regression Analysis for 3-methylthreonine 
 The experimental ∆acidH for 3-methylthreonine (gem-dimethylserine) is also significantly 
lower than that of serine (1393 kJ/mol), its analog.  This means that the methylated amino acid 
acts more acidic than the protein amino acid in the gas phase. The increase in acidic behavior 
across both analogs implies that methylation lowers the gas-phase acidity independently of 
carbon position in serine.  
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 3.1.3 L-Penicillamine Results 
 The samples containing L-penicillamine were prepared in a similar manner to both 3-
methylthreonine and α-methylserine. Instead of containing 10% ammonium hydroxide, however, 
samples contained only 5% in order to prevent the formation of disulfide bonds. For this 
analysis, the following reference acids were used: 2-nitrobenzoic acid, 4-hydroxybenzophenone, 
3-nitrophenol, 3-trifluromethylbenzoic acid, and 3-fluorobenzoic acid.  
 The preliminary KM plot 1 was generated using the same methods as in section 3.1.1 and 
is shown in Figure 3.9. 
   
Figure 3.9: Preliminary KM plot 1 for L-penicillamine study 
 From the preliminary KM plot 1 shown in Figure 3.1.9, we calculated the slope and 
intercept of each line and plotted the intercept as a function of the slope to give KM plot 2 in 
Figure 3.10 
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Figure 3.10: KM plot 2 of L-penicillamine study 
 After deriving the effective temperature for each collision energy using Equation 2.3, we 
examined deviations from linearity and excluded appropriate collision energies in our analysis. 
For L-penicillamine, the data taken at the collision energies of 27eV and 30eV was excluded due 
to deviation from linearity in both plot 2 (Figure 3.10) and effective temperature plot (Figure 
3.11).  
 This is likely due specifically to the formation of sulfide anion at high collision energies, 
which was not accounted for in the selected mass range (35Da-350Da). In the collision-induced 
dissociation of deprotonated L-penicillamine, the sulfur anion became a statistically significant 
to the ion count at a collision energy of 25eV. Unfortunately, due to the facility closure, we were 
unable to re-collect the data with a lower mass range on the quadrupole. These experiments will 
be performed before publication.  
 When excluding data appropriately in plot 2 (Figure 3.10) and applying the proper 
mathematical operations, the preliminary prediction gives a value of 1381 kJmol-1 for ∆acidH  and 
17 Jmol-1K-1 for the apparent entropy. 
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Figure 3.11: Effective Temperature of L-penicillamine collection 
 Preliminary predictions of DH and DS were used as starting points, and all reference 
acids within the analysis were included in the final ODR analysis because no reference acid 
showed excessive deviation from expected trends, as seen in the preliminary plot 2 (Figure 3.9). 
The ODR analysis gave a ∆acidH value of 1380 +/- 18 kJmol-1 and an apparent entropy value of -
24 +/-22 Jmol-1K-1 Figure 3.12 shows the original data with the ODR-derived effective 
temperature lines and the final isothermal point used to extract H and S 
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Figure 3.12 Orthogonal Distance Regression Analysis of L-penicillamine data 
 The experimental ∆acidH for L-penicillamine (gem-dimethylcysteine) is significantly 
lower than that of cysteine (1396 kJ/mol), its analog. This means that the methylated amino acid 
acts more acidic in the gas phase.  
3.3 Computational Predictions 
As shown in Figure 3.13, there are three major hydrogen bonding motifs found in amino 
acids with aliphatic side chains.[37],[38]  Motif type I has a syn-arrangement of the carboxylic acid 
group and involves weak hydrogen bonding interactions between the hydrogen atoms on the 
amine group and the carbonyl oxygen atom.  This arrangement is lowest calculated free energy 
and enthalpy conformer for the aliphatic amino acids glyceine, alanine, valine, leucine, and 
isoleucine.[37],[38]  The lowest energy conformer of proline, motif type II also has a syn 
arrangement of the carboxylic acid group and involves similar hydrogen bonding of the amino 
hydrogen atoms to the carboxyl OH oxygen atom.  Motif III has an anti-arrangement of the 
carboxylic acid group and involves a strong hydrogen bond between the carboxyl hydrogen atom 
and the amino nitrogen.  
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Figure 3.13: Illustrated Motifs of Amino Acid Hydrogen Bonding 
3.3.1 Serine 
In order to compare the molecules of interest, 3-methylthreonine and α-methylserine, to 
their protein-amino acid analog, the lowest energy conformers of neutral and deprotonated serine 
were obtained at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory. The resulting 
lowest conformers are reproduced and discussed below.  In these images, dark grey atoms 
correspond to carbon atoms, white to hydrogen atoms, red to oxygen atoms, and blue to nitrogen 
atoms. Solid lines represent covalent bonds, while dotted lines depict relevant hydrogen bonding. 
Though it is difficult to comprehensively compare all bonding modes without all conformers, 
these figures can still provide helpful insight for comparison in following sections. 
 
Figure 3.14: : The lowest conformers of neutral serine representing 54.0% of the298K Boltzmann-weighted population.  
 
 The conformation of the lowest-energy structure of neutral serine follows motif I  as 
described by Bouchoux[37] in which the primary hydrogen bonding interaction involves the 
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amine hydrogen atoms with the carbonyl nitrogen. In serine, this motif is strengthened due to the 
fact the side chain hydroxyl group can also form a ‘type III’  hydrogen bond with the nitrogen 
allowing for additional stability.  
 
Figure 3.15: : The two lowest conformers of deprotonated serine representing 54.0% (left) and 43.5 % (right) of the 298K 
Boltzmann-weighted population. 
  
 For deprotonated serine, two low-energy conformers contribute to most of the Boltzmann 
population at 298 K. The main difference between these two conformers is a result of the 
rotation of the amide bond with both structures having the same hydrogen bonding arrangements 
(type I and an additional OH---O hydrogen bond.  The high percentage of both conformers in the 
population suggests little steric hindrance in rotating the amide bond.  
 The computational results gave an isodesmic prediction of 1392 kJ/mol, which is in 
excellent agreement with the literature value, 1393 kJ/mol. 
3.2.2 α-methylserine Results 
For neutral and deprotonated α-methylserine, the lowest energy conformers were 
obtained at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31+G(d)level of theory. The resulting lowest 
conformers are reproduced and discussed below.  
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Figure 3.16:The three lowest energy conformers of neutral a-methylserine corresponding to 32,7%, 27.7%, and 25.4% of their 
298K Boltzmann-weighted populations from left to right.  . 
 In all structures, slight rotations of the bonds attaching the alcohol, amine, and carbonyl 
groups allow multiple instances of hydrogen bonding. The lowest energy conformer (left) is the 
most consistent with the stabilizing hydrogen bonding seen in the lowest conformer for neutral 
serine (Figure 3.14) with type I and type III motifs. The middle conformer has a similar 
hydrogen bonding arrangement with slight rotations of the single bonds. In the conformer shown 
on the right, the type I motif has been replaced with a type II NH---OH arrangement that is 
further stabilized by an OH---O=C H bond. These three conformations are within 0.7 kJ/mol in 
enthalpy at 298K, resulting in an almost equal mixture at room temperature.  
 
Figure 3.17: The two lowest conformers of deprotonated a-methylserine representing 81% (left) and 18.7% (right) of their 298K 
Boltzmann-weighted population.  
 For deprotonated -methylserine, two low energy conformers were found that 
contributed to 99.7% of the 298K Boltzmann weighted population with a 3.6 kJ/mol enthalpy 
difference at 298K. The main difference between these conformers stems from a rotation of the 
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hydroxyl group. Both lowest structures of deprotonated -methylserine involve hydrogen 
bonding with either side of the carboxylate, which is consistent with both displayed conformers 
of deprotonated serine. The position of the amine group mimics the second lowest energy 
conformer of deprotonated serine (right, Figure 3.15).  The higher energy of the left arrangement 
of deprotonated -methylserine suggests that it is not energetically favorable due to steric 
interactions associated with the added methyl group. This likely contributes to the preference of 
one rotational position over the other. 
 The computational results gave an isodesmic prediction of 1392 kJ/mol, which is in 
moderate agreement with the experimentally determined value within bounds of reasonable 
uncertainty. 
 3.2.3 3-Methylthreonine Results  
For neutral and deprotonated 3-methylthreonine, the lowest conformers were obtained at 
the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory.  
 
                            
Figure 3.18: Lowest Energy Conformers of neutral 3-methylthreonine representing 72.0%, 9.6%, and 9.3% of the 298K 
Boltzmann-weighted population from left to right.  
 For neutral 3-methyl threonine, three structures were found that contributed to 90.9% of the 
population. The lowest energy conformer emulates the lowest energy conformer of neutral serine, 
and a type I / type III H-bonding arrangement and was found to be dominant. Two other 
conformers slightly higher in energy were located within 5kJ/mol. The middle structure in Figure 
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3.18 has a different H-bonding scheme with the amine hydrogen atoms forming hydrogen bonds 
with both hydroxyl oxygen atoms while the structure on the right displays a type II/type II motif. 
In comparison to -methylserine, the additional geminal methyl groups decreased the stability of 
other hydrogen bonding modes by increasing the steric hindrance of closely-bound groups. 
 
Figure 3.19: Lowest Energy Conformers of deprotonated 3-methylthreonine representing 88.3% and 10.0% of the 298K 
Boltzmann-weighted population from left to right.. 
 Two low energy conformers were located within 6kJ/mol of the lowest calculated energy 
for deprotonated 3-methylthreonine. The dissimilarity between these two conformers is rooted in 
the position of the amine group. The lowest energy structure of deprotonated 3-methylthreonine 
is consistent with the form of the second-lowest energy conformer of deprotonated serine (right, 
Figure 3.15). The absence of the left arrangement (left, Figure 3.15) of deprotonated serine 
suggests that it is not energetically favorable due to steric interactions associated with the 
addition of the geminal methyl group. This contributes to the preference of one rotational 
position over the other. 
 The computational results gave an isodesmic prediction of 1390 kJ/mol, which is in 
moderate agreement with the experimentally determined value within bounds of reasonable 
uncertainty. 
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 3.2.4 Cysteine 
 In order to compare the molecules of interest, L-penicillamine and α-methylcysteine, to 
their protein-amino acid analog the lowest conformers of neutral and deprotonated cysteine were 
obtained at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory. Though it is difficult 
to comprehensively compare all bonding modes without access to all conformers of the reference 
compounds, these figures can still provide helpful insight for comparison in following sections. 
 
Figure 3.20:  Lowest Energy Conformers of neutral cysteine representing 35.8% and 25.5% of the 298K Boltzmann-weighted 
population from left to right.  
 The conformation of the lowest energy conformer (left) generally follows motif III as 
described by Bouchoux.[37] In this motif, the carboxylic acid group has an anti-arrangement and 
strong hydrogen-bonding between the carboxyl hydrogen atom and the amino nitrogen. In 
cysteine, an additional stabilization is offered by means of a hydrogen bond between the thiol 
proton and the carbonyl oxygen atom. The second-lowest energy structure is not pictured but is 
very similar to the first and accounts for 35.6% of the population. The third lowest-energy 
structure of neutral cysteine (right, Figure 3.20) follows motif II as described by 
Bouchoux.[37],[38] In cysteine, this motif is strengthened because the side chain thiol group can 
also form a ‘type III’  hydrogen bond with the nitrogen, which allows for additional stability. 
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Figure 3.21: Lowest Energy Conformer of deprotonated cysteine, representing 55.8% of the 298K Boltzmann-weighted 
population. 
 The lowest energy structure of deprotonated cysteine is characterized by hydrogen-
bonding on either end of the carboxyllic acid, much like the lowest conformer of the neutral. 
This structure looks similar in shape to the lowest conformer of deprotonated serine. However, in 
this structure, the sulfur is the site of deprotonation, making it unique among the 20 protein 
amino acids. Deprotonation at the sulfur atom allows for the strong type I hydrogen bonding 
arrangement to be maintained. 
 
Figure3.22: Lowest Energy Conformer of carboxylic acid-deprotonated cysteine representing 2.1% of the 298K Boltzmann-
weighted population. 
 The lowest energy structure of carboxyllic acid-deprotonated cysteine is characterized by 
hydrogen-bonding on either end of the amino group. This is vastly different from the favored 
interaction on either side of the carboxylate but is reminiscent in shape to the third lowest neutral 
conformer (Figure 3.20, right). 
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 The computational results gave an isodesmic prediction of 1396 kJ/mol, which is in exact 
agreement with the literature value, 1396 kJ/mol.  
 3.2.5 α-methylcysteine 
For neutral and deprotonated α-methylcysteine, the lowest conformers were obtained at 
the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory.  
   
Figure3.23: Lowest Energy Conformer of neutral a-methylcysteine neutral a-methylcysteine representing 45.7%, 28.6%, and 
15.6%  of the 298K Boltzmann-weighted population from left to right 
 The lowest energy structure of α-methylcysteine follows motif I with the added stability 
of the thiol-amine hydrogen bond. None of the pictured structures demonstrate hydrogen 
bonding on either side of the carboxylic acid, which was a characteristic of 71.6% of its protein 
amino acid homolog’s neutral form. This is likely due to the steric strain added in folding the end 
of the molecule over the new methyl group.   
 
Figure3.24: Lowest Energy Conformers of deprotonated a-methylcysteine neutral representing 73.4%, and 26.3%  of the 298K 
Boltzmann-weighted population from left to right 
 Two low energy conformers were obtained within 4 kJ/mol of the lowest calculated 
energy. Both conformers show hydrogen bonding on either side of the carboxylic acid group, a 
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tendency familiar with cysteine. Compared to the lowest energy conformer of the neutral 
molecule, there appears to be far less steric strain associated with the methyl-sulfur interaction 
on the lowest energy conformer of the deprotonated molecule. Instead of having three modes of 
hydrogen bonding as seen in the neutral lowest energy conformer, the amine of the deprotonated 
lowest energy species has only one mode of hydrogen bonding, allowing a more symmetric, 
compact arrangement of atoms.  
 
Figure 3.25: The lowest-energy conformer of a-methylcysteine. This structure had a 20kJ/mol energy difference when compared 
to the S-deprotonated structure in Figure 3.24 
 The lowest energy conformer of the carboxylate form of the anion accounted for less than 
a hundredth of a percent of the 298K Boltzmann population. Despite starting calculations with 
structures containing the S-H component, any conformer in which the sulfur and oxygen atoms 
came near to each other resulted in proton transfer during optimization. This structure, therefore, 
is an upper limit to the difference in acidity between the two sites. In cysteine the two 
deprotonation sites were much closer in energy as evidenced by hydrogen-deuterium exchange 
experiments.[39] In this case the difference is probably larger. Regardless, hydrogen-deuterium 
exchange would be useful in further analyzing the energetics and mechanisms of deprotonation 
on either site.  
 The computational results gave an isodesmic prediction of 1387 kJ/mol for the sulfur 
deprotonated site and 1407 kJ/mol for the carboxylic acid-deprotonated site. Though we were not 
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able to obtain experimental data on this compound, the consistency in calculation and 
experimentation for L-penicillamine (section 3.2.6) imply that this method of calculation is 
sound for similar molecules.  
 3.2.6 L-penicillamine Results 
For neutral and deprotonated L-penicillamine, the lowest conformers were obtained at the 
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory.  
                       
Figure 3.26: Lowest Energy Conformer of neutral L-penicillamine representing 44.0%, 19.6%, and 10.0%  of the 298K 
Boltzmann-weighted population from left to right  
 Three low energy conformers of neutral L-penicillamine were found within 3.5kJ/mol of 
the lowest calculated energy. Like α-methylcysteine, the lowest energy structure of L-
penicillamine follows motif I with the added stability of the thiol-amine hydrogen bond. Unlike 
α-methylcysteine, a structure that follows motif III and is very similar to the lowest energy 
conformer of neutral cysteine (left, Figure 3.20) accounts for 19.6% of the Boltzmann-weighted 
population. This conformer sees the same added stability with the thiol-carboxyllic acid 
hydrogen bond.  
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Figure 3.27: Lowest Energy Conformer of deprotonated L-penicillamine representing 52.9%, 15.1%, 15.0%, and 13.3% of the 
298K Boltzmann-weighted population from left to right 
 Three low energy conformers of deprotonated were found within 5kJ/mol of the lowest 
calculated energy. All of the low energy conformers feature hydrogen bonding on either side of 
the carboxylic acid, each a thiol-OH interaction. These conformers are very similar in shape to 
the lowest energy conformer of deprotonated cysteine (left, Figure 3.20) and α-methylcysteine.  
 
Figure 3.28 The lowest-energy conformer of carboxylic acid-deprotonated L-penicillamine. This structure had a 25 kJ/mol 
energy penalty when compared to the S-deprotonated structures in Figure 3.27 
 As with α-methyl serine, the lowest-energy conformer of carboxylic acid-deprotonated 
structure has the sulfur abnormally far away from the ionized carboxylate and had an energy 
difference of 25kJ/mol, accounting for only a fraction of a percent of the 298K Boltzmann 
distributed population. Again, hydrogen-deuterium exchange would be useful in further 
analyzing the energetics and mechanisms of deprotonation on either site. The computational 
results gave an isodesmic prediction of 1383 kJ/mol for the sulfur deprotonated site and 1408 
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kJ/mol for the carboxylic acid-deprotonated site. The experimental results are in excellent 
agreement with the sulfur-deprotonated site.  
 Overall, computational predictions and analysis of structures support the notion that 
methylation similarities in deprotonated structures of protein-amino acids and their non-protein 
amino acid analogs support the notion that the increase in acidity due to methylation most likely 
a factor of destabilization of the neutral molecule rather than significant stabilization of the 
deprotonated species. A small exception of this may manifest itself in the steric strain of 
methylation providing a preference in the rotational position for serine homologs. This could also 
have the opposite effect and thus increase the calculated isodesmic acidity.  
 3.3 Non-Protein Amino Acid Summarized Results 
 Using the methods described, we aimed to computationally predict and experimentally 
determine the ∆acidH of the non-protein amino acids pictured in Figure X. Of these, -
methylserine and 3-methyl-threonine are analogs of the protein amino acid, serine while -
methylcysteine and L-penicillamine are analogs of cysteine. Though we were able to make 
computational predictions for the acidities all the compounds of interest, we were not able to 
obtain experimental data on α-methylcysteine due to its tendency to make disulfide bonds, even 
in only slightly basic solution. The quantities determined are summarized in Table 3.1, along 
with the evaluated ∆acidH of their homologs for reference. 
 
Figure 3.29:Non-Protein Amino Acids of Interest Studied 
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Table 3.1: A summary of the computational and experimental quantities extracted for the compounds of interest 
 As seen above, both the computational and experimental values of the methylated-amino 
acids have a lower ∆acidH than their un-methylated counterparts, meaning they are more acidic in 
the gas-phase. The experimental value for L-penicillamine is extremely consistent with the 
computed value for the S-deprotonation site. Though the values for the serine homologs have the 
computed value within 95% confidence bounds, the experimental values are centered around a 
much lower value than expected. Large entropy values lead to extrapolation of the isothermal 
point during ODR analysis, which can lead to large uncertainties shown here. Methylation of 
both sites lower the gas phase acidity within the experimental data, and this implies that 
methylation lowers the gas phase acidity at least somewhat independently of position.  
Literature Values for Glycine, Alanine, and Valine 
 ∆acidH (literature)[28] 
(kJ/mol) 
Glycine 1433 
Alanine 
(α-methylglycine) 
1425 
Valine 
(gem-dimethylalanine) 
1420 
 
Table3.2:  Literature Values for protein amino acids and their analogs 
Experimental and Computed ∆acidH for Non-Protein Amino Acids  
 ∆acidH (predicted) 
(COO-) 
(kJ/mol) 
∆acidH (predicted) 
S- 
(kJ/mol) 
∆acidH (experimental) 
(kJ/mol) 
α-methylserine 1392  1379 ± 23 
3-methylthreonine 
(gem-dimethylserine) 
1390  1378 ± 23 
α-methylcysteine 1407 1387 n/a 
L-penicillamine 
(gem-dimethylcysteine) 
1408 1383 1380 ±18 
 ∆acidH (evaluated) 
(kJ/mol) 
serine[28] 1393 
cysteine[28] 1396 
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 Looking at established acidities of amino acids and their analogs, we can examine the 
general trend in acidity as a function of methylation and determine whether it agrees with the 
relationship displayed in the results of this thesis. Based on literature values, it appears that the 
alpha-methylation of glycine lowers the ∆acidH by ~ 8 kJ/mol, as seen from the acidity value of 
alanine. Adding a geminal dimethyl group, as seen from alanine to valine, also lowers the ∆acidH 
by a ~5 kJ/mol. This general trend agrees with the data presented for cysteine, serine, and their 
analogs and supports the notion that methylation lowers acidity regardless of the position.  
 3.3 Carbamazepine Cluster Study 
 The major over-arching goal of the research in the Poutsma lab is to uncover the 
connections between molecular structure, energetics and reactivity. One way to explore these 
connections in a very relevant way is through the study of polymorphic active pharmaceutical 
ingredients. The Poutsma lab has experience in characterizing active pharmaceutical ingredients, 
such as isatin, in the gas-phase.[8] This thesis examines clusters of the compound carbamazepine 
and its analog, dibenzazepine to isolate the role of the amide group in clustering.   
 
Figure 3.30: Structure of Dibenzazepine   Figure 3.31: Structure of Carbamazepine   
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 3.3.1 Tetramer Characterization: 
 Solutions of carbamazepine (Figure 3.3.2) in concentrations of 0.01 mM, 0.1 mM, 
1.0mM, and 10 mM were prepared in methanol with 1% formic acid. Using an external syringe 
pump at a rate of 60 µL/hr, the samples were injected into an external electrospray ionization 
source on a Finnigan TSQ Quantum Ultra quadrupole mass spectrometer with a capillary 
temperature of 120• C. The masses and intensities were exported, and the intensity of both the 
sodiated and the protonated clusters were extracted and normalized to the protonated monomer. 
Magic number clusters are clusters composed of a number of molecules, n, characterized by an 
unusually large intensity compared to clusters with either n-1 or n+1 molecule(s). These clusters 
are easily distinguishable in magic number plots, where the natural log of these normalized ion 
intensities is plotted as a function of the number of molecules in the associated cluster. Below, 
the raw mass spectra and the corresponding magic number plot are shown at each concentration. 
 
 
Figure 3.32: Raw Mass Spectrum of 10.00 MM CBZ solution with 1% formic acid’ 
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Figure 3.33: Magic Number plot of Carbamazepine at 10 mM concentration. Here, the intensities of each peak have been 
normalized to the protonated monomer for a relative intensity (RI).  
 At 10 mM/L the homodimer (n=2) is the protonated species with the highest intensity. 
However, a tetramer anomaly presents itself as positive deviation in an otherwise negative linear 
trend.  In the sodiated species, the tetramer anomaly is especially magic, representing the 
sodiated cluster with the highest normalized intensity.  
 
Figure 3.34: Raw Mass Spectrum of 1.00 mM CBZ solution with 1% formic acid 
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Figure 3.35 Magic Number plot of Carbamazepine at 1.00 mM concentration. Here, the intensities of each peak have been 
normalized to the protonated monomer for a relative intensity (RI). 
 Similar results are seen in the 1 mM solution in which, a tetramer anomaly again presents 
itself as positive deviation in a negative linear trend starting from the homodimer (n=2) for the 
protonated species. In the sodiated species, the tetramer anomaly is still especially magic, 
representing the sodiated cluster with the highest normalized intensity. 
 
Figure 3.36:  Raw Mass Spectrum of 0.10 MM CBZ solution with 1% formic acid 
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Figure 3.37: Magic Number plot of Carbamazepine at 1.00 mM concentration. Here, the intensities of each peak have been 
normalized to the protonated monomer for a relative intensity (RI). At this concentration, the deviation from linearity of the 
 protonated tetramer is the most positive. 
 At a concentration of 0.10 mM, the homodimer is no longer the most intense peak of the 
spectrum. Here, the protonated tetramer anomaly appears more obvious than in the more 
concentrated samples and presents itself as discussed above. In the sodiated species, the tetramer 
anomally is still magic, but has lost claim to the most intense peak of the sodiated clusters.  
 
Figure 3.38 Raw Mass Spectrum of 0.01 mM CBZ solution with 1% formic acid 
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Figure 3.39: Magic Number plot of Carbamazepine at 0.01 mM concentration. Here, the intensities of each peak have been 
normalized to the protonated monomer for a relative intensity (RI). At this concentration, the protonated tetramer begins to 
follow the linear trend and lose anomalous properties. However, the sodiated species does not see the same decrease in activity. 
At a concentration of 0.01 mM, the protonated tetramer is no longer an anomaly, following the 
linear decreasing trend of the protonated species. In the sodiated species, the sodiated tetramer is 
still magic, appearing more intense than both the sodiated trimer and pentamer.  
The raw mass spectra and the magic number plots support the existence of increased 
stability of the sodiated and protonated tetramer. In the protonated species, this anomaly presents 
itself as positive deviation in an otherwise negative linear trend. In the sodiated species, the 
tetramer is the sodiated cluster with the highest intensity relative to the protonated monomer. Our 
mass spectra supported the existence of an anomalous tetramer of carbamazepine in 
concentrations down to 0.10 mM, both in the sodiated and protonated form. The protonated 
tetramer appears the most anomalous at a concentration of 0.10 mM. The stability of this 
tetramer is further supported by replicate measurements of the sodiated clusters taken by the 
Kandel group at Notre Dame and corroborates the results of their STM imaging, which features a 
uniform network of tetramers on the surface of Au(111) foil after solution deposition. The 
sodiated species shows anomalous activity across all concentrations. Meanwhile, this trend is 
consistent in all concentrations down to 0.10 mM for the protonated tetramer. At this 
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concentration, the protonated tetramer demonstrates the greatest positive deviation from 
linearity. 
In addition to these spectra, we also took spectra of carbamazepine solutions spiked with 
sodium chloride. Though we were unable to retrieve the spectra from the lab computer due to lab 
closure, the base peak within these spectra is the sodiated tetrame, emphasizing its anomalous 
quality. In these spectra, the highest intensity peaks are all sodiated clusters, implying that 
sodium further stabilizes the clusters. Because these results are similar to Notre Dame’s mass 
spectra, which were prepared without sodium chloride, this highlights the amount of adventitious 
sodium in Notre Dame’s facility instrument. 
These experiments were repeated with dibenzazepine, which exhibited significantly 
reduced clustering behavior in the mass spectrum.  Likely due to the absence of the amide group 
that allows increased hydrogen bonding, the lack of clustering agrees with the STM data 
collected at Notre Dame where the monolayer of dibenzazepine displayed little to no networked-
clustering behavior. 
3.3.2 Ion Mobility Studies of Carbamazepine Clusters 
Along with stability, ion mobility spectrometry is of interest to the studies of 
polymorphic structures. Being able to separate a given multimer mass-to-charge ratio based on 
shape gives insight into how clusters with the same multimer building block may assemble into 
different crystalline structures. 
 For FAIMS experiments, the ESI source was replaced with the FAIMS source, and the 
samples were injected with an external syringe pump at 60 µL/hour, and a compensation voltage 
scan spectrum was obtained for each mass of interest. These scans and their descriptions follow 
below.  
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Figure 3.40: Compensation Voltage Scan of CBZ monomer     Figure 3.41:Compensation Voltage Scan of  protonated CBZ dimer 
 
As observed in Figure 3.40 and 3.41, the compensation voltage scan results in one peak 
only for the protonated monomer and dimer. This supports an ensemble of ions with one 
mobility for each cluster.  
 
 
Figure 3.42:: Compensation Voltage Scan of CBZ trimer(H)    Figure 3.43: Compensation Voltage Scan of  CBZ trimer(Na) 
The intensity of the protonated trimer (m/z=709) was not high enough to make any 
conclusive judgement about the ion mobility of the species, but the sodiated trimer did have a 
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significant intensity. The compensation voltage (CV) scan was characterized by two distinct 
peaks, supporting an ensemble of ions with two mobilities. Collision induced dissociation of ions 
at either compensation voltage yielded significantly different results, which are unfortunately 
inaccessible due to university shutdown. Thus, it is unclear whether this was due to a 
contaminant or to a unique arrangement of carbamazepine molecules at either voltage. This is a 
subject for further study and would be best paired with a scanning tunneling microscopy study of 
carbamazepine trimers with methods similar to those of Sykes[40].  
 
Figure 3.44. Energy minimized model of three CBZ trimers on an Au(111) surface. The red triangle designates a CBZ trimer, 
while the blue triangle designates a DBZ trimer. The chiral configuration of each trimer is is denoted by a white letter, either 
“P” or “M” 
 In this study, they observed two primary methods of stabilization in CBZ and DBZ 
trimers, as shown in Figure 3.44. In this study, the Sykes group found that, in two dimensions, 
CBZ formed trimers mostly in conformation P while DBZ was characterized of trimers in 
conformation M when both were prepared via solution deposition onto an Au(111) surface. This 
was attributed to the role of the amide group in increased symmetric hydrogen bonding 
interactions within CBZ, and their semiempirical geometry optimization of a free CBZ trimer 
removed from the surface showed that the hydrogen bonding motif was retained in the 
optimized, isolated arrangement. [40] Though outside the scope of this experiment, it would be 
interesting to determine whether multiple arrangements of the CBZ trimer with different 
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hydrogen bonding motifs exist in three dimensions within our study’s conditions. It is currently 
unclear how sodium affects the configuration of the trimer, and the mobility determinations of 
this ion cannot necessarily be transferred over to the proton-bound or neutral species. Regardless, 
further study would benefit the understanding of favorable CBZ interactions. 
           
Figure 3.45: Compensation Voltage Scan of CBZ tetramer(H)     Figure 3.46: Compensation Voltage Scan of CBZ tetramer (Na)      
Like the protonated trimer, the protonated tetramer (m/z= 946) was not intense enough to 
make any conclusive judgement about the ion mobility of the species. The sodiated tetramer did 
have a significant intensity, and the CV scan supported an ensemble of ions with only one ion 
mobility. As with the trimer, it is unclear how sodium affects the configuration of the proton-
bound tetramer, and the mobility determinations of this ion cannot be transferred over to the 
proton-bound species. 
Unfortunately, an acceptable ion count was not achieved to study the ion mobility of the 
protonated tetramer. This is most likely due to the tendency of FAIMS to break apart weakly-
bound multimers before introduction into the mass spectrometer, which decreases the signal 
disproportionately for trimers and tetramers. The compensation voltage scan of the sodiated 
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tetramer ion (m/z=967) has only one visible peak (Figure 3.46), but a larger intensity is required 
to make any conclusive statements about the existence of other mobilities. Nevertheless, the 
connection to the self-assembling crystalline structure is limited since the properties of the 
sodiated cluster may not transfer to the protonated cluster or neutral molecule. The mobilities of 
protonated monomer (m/z=237), dimer (m/z=473) , and sodiated trimer (m/z=731) were also 
investigated. Though the trimer also presented inconclusive spectra, the scans of the dimer and 
monomer overwhelmingly support an ensemble of ions with a single mobility, implying one 
associated geometry.  
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Chapter 4: Conclusions  
 We found the experimental ∆
acid
H of α-methylserine, L-penicillamine, and 3-methylthreonine 
to be 1379 ± 23, 1380 ± 18, and 1378 ± 23 kJ/mol respectively, which agree with computational 
predictions within bounds of reasonable uncertainty. Both the computational and experimental values 
of the methylated-amino acids have a lower ∆acidH than their protein amino acid homologs, meaning 
they have a higher tendency to act acid as an acid in the gas-phase. In previous studies of these 
compounds [32], it was found that the methylated non-protein amino acids had a consistently larger 
proton affinity than cysteine and serine, meaning these compounds also have a higher tendency to act 
as a base in the gas phase. As a whole, this implies that methylation increases reactivity of 
protonation and deprotonation sites within the studied species.  
 A more comprehensive study of how these alterations may affect peptide behavior comprises 
an interesting continuation of this study. This could include similar calculations and experimentation 
done on these base molecules with modified termini or incorporated into peptides. Additionally, the 
proton transfer mechanisms of the sulfur-containing analogs could be examined through hydrogen-
deuterium exchange, similar to the methods of Poutsma and Kass.  
 We also used High-Field Asymmetric Ion Mobility Spectrometry (FAIMS) and traditional 
mass spectrometry to characterize the tetramer of carbamazepine and evaluate its relative stability. 
Our results confirmed that an anomaly existed in both the sodiated and protonated form, which 
implies a magic number tetramer structure that agrees with the data from our colleagues at Notre 
Dame.[2] Subsequently, we found that the compensation voltage scan seemed to support an ensemble 
of ions with one mobility in the sodiated tetramer, but higher intensities would be required to make 
any conclusive statements.   
 With additional resources, an interesting development of this project would revisit the 
mobility of the protonated and sodiated trimer to draw conclusive evidence about its mobility and 
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investigate the possible existence of two trimer structures with bonding interactions in consistent 
with interactions in one or both two-dimensional chiralities. This could be compared to the results of 
established studies on the trimer formation as studied by Sykes[40] and possibly help isolate intrinsic 
and external roles in self-assembly. Applications outside the scope of this thesis could incorporate the 
findings on the tetramer into existing models for self-assembly.  
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